Abstract. The aim of Reverse Engineering is to convert an unstructured representation of a geometric object, emerging e.g. from laser scanners, into a natural, structured representation in the spirit of CAD models, which is suitable for numerical computations. Therefore we present a user-controlled, as isometric as possible parameterization technique which is able to prescribe geometric features of the input and produces high-quality quadmeshes with low distortion. Starting with a coarse, user-prescribed layout this is achieved by using affine functions for the transition between non-orthogonal quadrangular charts of a global parameterization. The shape of each chart is optimized non-linearly for isometry of the underlying parameterization to produce meshes with low edge-length distortion. To provide full control over the meshing alignment the user can additionally tag an arbitrary subset of the layout edges which are guaranteed to be represented by enforcing them to lie on iso-lines of the parameterization but still allowing the global parameterization to relax in the direction of the iso-lines.
Introduction
The quality of a quadrangulation depends on several, often conflicting, properties. The most important ones are regularity, alignment, orientation and sizing. Regularity means that the number of irregular vertices ( valence = 4) should be minimized, while orientation implies that the elements should be locally oriented to the principal curvature directions to best capture the geometry. For geometries with sharp features alignment plays an important role, i.e. feature lines should be explicitly represented through edges in the quadrangulation, which is an even stronger requirement than orientation. Finally sizing means that the edge-length should be nearly constant which can be interpreted as providing a close to isometric inherent parameterization in regular regions of the mesh. Quadrangulations optimizing these properties are perfectly suited for many computer graphics applications like Modeling, e.g. as structure aligned control meshes for Catmull-Clark subdivision, multi-level hierarchies or shape matching to name a few.
The aim of Reverse Engineering is to convert a given unstructured triangle mesh into such a structured quadrangulation (see Figure 1 ). Full automatic generation has proven to be a very hard global task and often design decisions depend on the intended usage and cannot forecast by only looking at the geometry. Therefore in Reverse Engineering full user-control is desired where the user can easily provide the topology, i.e. the number and position of singularities, and some alignment constraints for the resulting mesh. This can be achieved in a simple way by using coarse layouts which partition the surface in quadrilateral patches as illustrated in Figure 1 (b) . From this layout a globally smooth parameterization can be computed by assigning a two-dimensional chart to each patch and connecting the parameterizations of neighboring charts with so called transition functions (see Figure 1 (c) ).
The resulting mesh quality strongly depends on the metric distortion of the parameterization and on the alignment to sharp features. Consequently we present a new method to handle both tasks in a robust way, enabling the usage of global parameterization techniques for Reverse Engineering. Our main contribution is a chart optimization technique which minimizes the distortion of the resulting global parameterization. In contrast to other methods each chart is allowed to be an arbitrary 5 degree-of-freedom (DOF) quadrilateral with interior angles possibly differing from 90 degrees. As a result we need to specify generalized transition functions between these charts. Other important ingredients of our practical Reverse Engineering method are alignment constraints and T-Vertices, enabling simplified layout design. Figure 2 illustrates the gain of quality due to our chart optimization where chart corners are chosen to form a unit square (a), an optimized rectangle (b) and an optimized general quadrilateral (c).
discuss the most relating works.
Direct quadrangulation methods like [3, 4] trace lines of principal curvatures to generate a quaddominant mesh. These methods have no explicit control over regularity and placement of singularities which is necessary for Reverse Engineering.
Global parameterization methods as introduced by Khodakovsky et al. [5] take a different way. In most cases a multi-chart parameterization is computed where continuity conditions between neighboring charts ensure that all mappings of the integer grid Z × Z stitch together compatibly and form a mesh consisting of quadrilaterals only. Some methods use a guiding vector field, often derived from the principal curvatures of a surface, for local element orientation [6] [7] [8] . However, the creation of suitable guiding fields is alone a very hard problem. Recently Ray et al. proposed a method to design smooth N-symmetric fields with prescribed singularities [9] . But the automatic placement of singularities is still unsolved. Instead of a vector field a coarse layout can be used to define the partitioning of the surface into patches for a multi-chart parameterization and define the rough element orientation. For user-controlled Reverse Engineering this way is very appealing and intuitive. Dong et al. used the Morse-Smale complex of Laplacian eigenfunctions to automatically compute a layout [10] . This method needs only a few singularities but they are placed at almost random positions and there is no element orientation w.r.t. geometric relevant structures. Huang et al. added orientation and alignment control to this method by incorporating a guiding vector field [8] .
A user designed coarse layout, here called singularity graph, was also used in [11] to compute globally smooth harmonic parameterizations. These layoutbased techniques are closely related to our method. Therefore we will discuss them in more detail.
The method of Dong et al. [10] uses simple unit squares as charts for a globally smooth parameterization. This is justified because in their layout, neighboring surface patches, originating from the Morse-Smale complex of the Laplacian eigenfunction, have similar size. Furthermore the layout vertices, representing the mesh singularities, are relaxed on the surface to prevent foldovers and large distortions. In Reverse Engineering such a relaxation technique is not reasonable since it interferes with the desired user-control. Figure 2 (a) shows the result of a globally smooth parameterization onto unit square shaped charts with a fixed user provided layout. As one can see there are large distortions and foldovers reflecting the fact that neighboring surface patches are far from being equally sized. So obviously unit square charts are not sufficient for our setting.
If one would restrict the layout to quadrilaterals and choose all free coefficients to one the globally smooth parameterization technique of Tong et al. [11] is exactly the same as the one discussed in the last paragraph. Notice that this equality is non-trivial since both papers use a different formalism to derive the final global linear system. Besides, the parameterization of Tong et al. is more general because it allows a larger class of charts. Each chart is a polygon where the vertices lie on integer positions and all edges are aligned to the coordinate axes, accordingly all interior angles of a chart are multiples of 90 degree. In our car example this means moving from unit squares to rectangular charts with two DOF's, namely the two independent edge lengths. In the original method this new DOF's are chosen manually or by using a heuristic which simply rounds the length of the corresponding layout edges to integer. Figure 2 (b) shows the result of the car example using rectangular charts. Here we already used our chart optimization technique presented in Section 3.1, instead of their heuristic, to minimize the length distortion. But still we observe large distortions, for example near the corner of the front window.
The problem is that the surface patches are far from being rectangular. Consequently we consider an even more general class of charts, i.e. we allow charts to be arbitrary quadrilaterals with five DOF's. We exploit these DOF's to minimize the distortion of the parameterization and the result can be seen in 2 (c). Even without alignment constraints the quadmesh edges follow the user prescribed layout and the length distortions are much lower. This introductory example motivates our design choices for a practical Reverse Engineering method. In the subsequent paragraphs our method will be explained in more detail. Fig. 3 . The left part shows the layout of a multi-chart parameterization. Vertices of the layout graph (red) lie at mesh vertices and edges of the layout graph (blue) cut several mesh edges. Each inner vertex of a patch Pα stores its parameter coordinates w.r.t the local frame of chart C α . For all pairs of neighboring patches transition functions φ αβ exist which translate between their charts. Notice that the red quadrilateral, connecting the four corners of Chart C α , mapped to the surface is generally not identical to the blue layout.
Quadrangular Global Parameterization
The input to our quadrangular multi-chart parameterization method is a triangle mesh M = (V, E, F ) of arbitrary genus, which is a set of vertices, edges and faces, and a layout graph G = (V, E, F). For each edge of the layout graph the user can additionally set a tag which enforces the alignment of the parameterization onto this layout edge, as described in Section 3.2. The scenario of a multi-chart parameterization is depicted in Figure 3 . The vertices of the layout graph (red points) lie at triangle mesh vertices and each edge of the layout graph intersects several mesh edges (blue points). In this way all mesh vertices are partitioned into several surface patches, which are disjoint except the layout vertices that belong to all neighboring patches. Each such patch P α is equipped with a two-dimensional chart C α . Assume for simplicity that each layout graph face has exactly four vertices, we will discuss in Section 3.3 how to incorporate more general settings. The task is now to compute a piecewise linear multi-chart parameterization, i.e. each vertex v i ∈ IR 3 belonging to P α is mapped by the function φ α to the parameter coordinates u α i ∈ IR 2 expressed w.r.t the frame of chart C α . Additionally for triangles with vertices in different patches, for instance P α and P β , we need a transition function φ αβ to translate between their charts in order to parameterize them. Obviously both directions are possible and inverse to each other φ βα = φ −1 αβ and the transition from one chart into itself is simply the identity φ αα = Id 2 .
A discrete harmonic parameterization of a surface with disc topology mapping to a single chart is a well studied topic where typically the boundary of the surface is mapped to the boundary of a disc and each interior vertex has to fullfill the discrete harmonic equations
where N i are the one-ring neighbors of vertex v i andw ij are normalized edge weights which sum to one j∈N iw ij = 1. In all our examples we used the normalized discrete harmonic weights
where α ij and β ij are the two angles opposite to edge e ij . There are many other good choices like Floater's Mean Value Coordinates, see [2] for more details. The key observation is that in our multi-chart parameterization setting we can compute a harmonic parameterization in the same way. The only difference is that instead of fixing a whole boundary we now only fix the corner vertices of the layout graph in each chart and use the transition functions to compute the harmonic conditions in a common frame:
. In this formulation a global relaxation is achieved. If the transition functions are affine the combination of the above equations for all free vertices is a global linear system of dimension 2(n − k) × 2(n − k) where n is the number of triangle mesh vertices and k is the number of layout vertices. The translational part of the affine transition function as well as known values of constrained layout corners are moved to the right-hand-side. Remember that the coordinates of layout corners cannot be unique because they belong to different charts with different frames. So we need to specify 4|F| many corner positions. Fig. 4 . A common coordinate frame of two charts C α and C β can be constructed by first translating a common point into the origin, then rotating the common edge to a coordinate axis and finally scaling along this axis to end up with the same edge length. The transition functions between the charts are constructed in the same way by using the inverse of either α or β functions.
These parameter coordinates of the four patch corners can be in general position (keeping the same orientation as on the surface). However we choose the first one to be the origin and the second one to lie on the first coordinate axis which makes the representation unique. So we end up with five DOF's (a, b, c, d, e) for an arbitrary quadrilateral (see Figure 2 (c) ). The transition function between neighboring charts which share a common edge (red) are simple affine functions, combinations of translations, rotations and a scaling as depicted in Figure 4 .
They can be precomputed as 3 × 3 matrices in extended coordinate representation before accumulating the resulting values into the global system matrix.
The only question left is how to choose adequate corner parameter coordinates (a, b, c, d , e) for a given patch. In [11] the average length of two opposing layout edges rounded to an integer was used to fix width and height of the corresponding rectangle. In the case of a five DOF chart we could do something similar by using all lengths of the patch's boundary. But as explained in the next section the available DOF's can be used to optimize the resulting parameterization in a more founded but still efficient way, which in general leads to better results. 
Chart Optimization
The idea of our chart optimization algorithm is to minimize the metric distortion of the parameterization φ. The local distortion near a surface point p 0 in direction v (in local coordinates of the tangent plane) is described by the first order Taylor expansion
where J φ is the Jacobi matrix which can be written as two rotations and a scaling by applying the singular value decomposition
Mapping a unit length vector v = 1, lying in the tangent plane of p 0 , into its chart the resulting vector has length J φ v ∈ [σ 1 , σ 2 ]. Consequently a circle on the surface is mapped to an ellipse in the chart as illustrated in Figure 5 . There are some well known special cases [2]:
1. σ 1 = σ 2 is a conformal mapping which maps circles to scaled circles 2. σ 1 · σ 2 = 1 is an equiareal mapping 3. σ 1 = σ 2 = 1 is an isometric mapping with no distortion Clearly an isometric mapping is the best we can hope for. So we try to choose our chart corners to get as isometric as possible. The desired isometry measure is E = |σ 1 − 1| + |σ 2 − 1|. To approximate this measure we take the quadratic Frobenius norm of the 2D strain tensor
which is 0 in the case of isometry and (σ Using a triangle mesh where the mapping is piecewise-linear, the Jacobimatrix of a triangle is constant and depends linearly on the parameter values u 0 , u 1 and u 2 of the triangle,
In the above equation p 0 , p 1 and p 2 are the 3D triangle vertices in local 2D coordinates and u 0 , u 1 and u 2 are the corresponding parameter values. Therefore J T φ J φ is quadratic and the isometry measure of a triangle t is a quartic polynomial in the parameter values,
The aim of this section is to optimize the isometry of the harmonic parameterization by finding adequate parameter coordinates for the four corners of a chart. Consequently we need to express the isometry measure of a triangle w.r.t. these values (a, b, c, d, e) . To approximate the relation between the global parameterization and the change of chart corner positions we assume that the dependency is bilinear, which is a good approximation for all interior vertices of a chart:
. Since we use these bilinear coordinates s i and t i in the sense of freeform deformation, the parameter coordinates u i are linear in the corner positions (a, b, c, d, e) and so the measure E t (a, b, c, d, e) , now expressed in dependency of the four chart corners, is still a quartic polynomial. Finally we sum up the measures of all triangles lying completely inside the polygon formed by the chart corners that we want to optimize and weight them by the area of the corresponding surface triangle.
In this optimization phase all layout edges are always tagged for alignment which ensures that all vertices of patch P α are mapped into C α . This energy only depends on five variables and is very well conditioned because of its geometric nature. Therefore we can use a simple and efficient Newton method to find a local minimum. Since the bilinear dependency is only an approximation we have to recompute the parameterization after each chart optimization. To initialize the charts we can simply use unit charts or the heuristic of [11] . The complete algorithm works as follows:
1. tag all layout edges for alignment 2. compute an initial parameterization with unit charts 3. iterate k times (a) optimize all charts individually (b) update transition functions (c) recompute parameterization 4. restore user-provided alignment tags and compute final parameterization
The bilinear relation is close to the exact dependency, therefore in all our experiments three iterations were sufficient to converge. Notice that our method is similar to [10] . However, instead of relaxing the layout vertices on the surface we relax them within the charts. This is more suitable for Reverse Engineering where the user provided layout is in general not allowed to be changed. In the next section we will discuss how to incorporate layout alignment constraints into the computation. 
Alignment Constraints
The user can tag a subset of layout edges for alignment which ensures that it will be explicitly represented in the meshing. For the parameterization this means that the mapping of a tagged layout edge should be the straight line connecting both corresponding corners in the chart. Or in other words the parameter coordinates along the layout edge are not independent. The parameter coordinates at a point p e = (1 − λ)p i + λp j on the layout edge cannot be computed directly in the form u e = (1−λ)u i +λu j because u i and u j are represented w.r.t different charts (see 6 (a) ). However by employing the transition function, we can express the alignment constraint in a simple form where the image of the layout edge is constrained to have the first coordinate equal to zero. This is exactly the lower right setting in Figure 4 :
. The global linear system already has full rank, therefore after adding the alignment constraints we have to relax some other equations to be solved only in least squares sense. A good choice are the harmonic constraints of all vertices which are involved in alignment constraints. This means pulling the parameterization onto the layout edge by allowing slight non-harmonicity near the constraint. Notice that our alignment constraints restrict only one coordinate of the parameterization and there is still a global relaxation in orthogonal direction. Finally the parameterization is formulated as a mixed least squares system of the form
where the equations Bx = c are fullfilled exactly and the equations Ax = b are satisfied in a least squares sense. In the next section we will describe how to simplify the layout generation by allowing T-vertices. Restricting the layout graph to consist only of four sided polygons as done before is too restrictive in practice. Making a local refinement to keep more features, a global refinement would result as illustrated in Figure 6 (b) . Remember that in many Reverse Engineering scenarios this layout is directly designed by a user and the effort should be as low as possible. Therefore we allow an arbitrary number of T-vertices per layout edge. This can be easily achieved by computing a separate transition function for each part of a layout edge. The parameter coordinates of T-vertices in a chart are defined by linear interpolation of the corners to keep the number of variables of a chart constant and allow to extract a mesh consisting only of quadrilaterals as explained in the next section.
T-Vertices

Meshing
The meshing proceeds as follows, first a consistent quadmesh is constructed in the 2D charts of the parameterization which is then mapped to the surface. The four corners of a chart form a four sided polygon in the plane whereas each edge can be partitioned by T-vertices into several subintervals as depicted in Figure  7 . By backmapping the chart polygon edge it is possible to compute the desired number of samples n d which is the quotient of the length of the backmapped curve and the target edge-length for the meshing provided by the user. This value may be chosen differently for each layout edge. However in the case of a consistent quadmesh the number of samples cannot be chosen arbitrarily. There are the following consistency constraints:
1. The number of segments (quadmesh edges) on opposite edges of the chart polygon must be equal. In the example of Figure 7 (a) this means n 1 + n 2 + n 3 = n 4 + n 5 and m 1 = m 2 . 2. Each T-vertex lies on a sampling position. 3. In each subinterval the samples are distributed linearly which guarantees that neighboring charts stitch together compatibly.
With these restrictions a consistent quadmesh can be constructed by connecting opposite sample pairs. This is always possible since condition 1 states that the number of samples is equal on opposing sides. We assemble the two equations per layout face in a common linear system Bn = 0 and compute free variables via Gauss elimination as done in [11] . Simply fixing the free variables by rounding the corresponding entries from the local desired number of samples n d leads to poor results since the free variables computed by the Gauss elimination strongly depend on the numbering of the variables and can lead to strong deviations from the expected number of samples on other edges. Therefore we first compute the best continuous solution n c which meets the constraint Bn c = 0 and thus minimizes the deviation from the desired values n d in a least squares sense. As a result we solve the linear system from equation 12 In this section we will discuss the properties of the presented method by exploring some results. The first example is the sheared cube with unit edge length depicted in Figure 8 (a). This simple model illustrates the difference between the parameterization of [11] and our method which are displayed in (b) and (c) respectively. In (b) edge length distortions and S-shaped isolines are unavoidable because of the inherent tangential continuity of this method. This can be seen by unfolding neighboring faces of the cube where the isolines in the case of 8 (b) are smooth since the necessary curvature of the cone singularities is distributed over the whole geometry. In contrast to this result our method 8 (c) concentrates the tangential curvature at feature lines, i.e. regions of high geometric curvature where tangential continuity is not important. This example is indeed a hint how to use the presented method. Charts with five DOF's are advantageous for patches with a layout lying on geometric features while charts with two DOF's are better suited within smooth or flat regions. Typical objects consist of both types of regions, such that the user should be able to select for each patch which optimization is performed. This is possible in a straightforward way due to the fact that the optimization of individual charts is independent.
The second example is the car model depicted in Figure 2 and already discussed in the introduction. Figure 9 shows all chart polygons after 3 steps of optimization with 2 DOF's and 5 DOF's in (a) and (b) respectively. The presented optimization algorithm finds well shaped chart polygons robustly and produces almost symmetric configurations since the user-provided layout is almost symmetric. Compared to the time which is necessary for the solution of the global linear system, the optimization of charts is neglectable. Altogether the computation timings are comparable to [10] while in practice we need fewer iterations to converge. In all our examples we used the sparse direct solver SuperLU as proposed in [12] .
In Figure 10 we demonstrate the usage of alignment constraints. Between the front window and the hood of the car is a sharp edge which should be represented in the final meshing to prevent sampling artifacts. Therefore the lower red layout curve is tagged for alignment. As one can see the isoline of the quadmesh connecting both endpoints of this layout curve in Figure 10 (a) is pulled onto the layout curve in Figure 10 (b) without introducing unnecessary distortion. However by using alignment constraints the computation time for solving the resulting mixed least-squares linear system is higher because of the doubled dimension.
The third example is the rockerarm model from Figure 1 . For this mechanical part first a coarse layout was designed to guide the meshing. Figure 11 (a) shows a close up from the backside where large distortions appear near a geometric feature, not covered in the layout. In 11 (b) the layout was locally refined by using T-vertices. In this way the designer can control the Reverse Engineering hierarchically by starting with a rough layout which is refined until all features are captured up to the desired quality. The overall effort to design a layout is minimized by using T-vertices.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a global parameterization technique designed for the requirements of Reverse Engineering. Our solution is a generalization of well known global parameterization methods which allows to use chart corners in general position. To find good positions automatically an iterative algorithm is applied which optimizes the isometry of the resulting parameterization. This chart optimization can be used in combination with other methods as well. Additionally we described the incorporation of alignment constraints and T-vertices which are important ingredients of a Reverse Engineering solution.
